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Abstract—State-of-the-art IEEE 802.11ac supports wide band-
width operation, which enables aggregating multiple 20 MHz
channels up to 160 MHz bandwidth, as a key feature to achieve
high throughput. In this paper, our experiment results reveal
various situations where bandwidth adaptation without changing
the receiver’s baseband bandwidth, called operating channel width
(OCW), leads to poor reception performance due surprisingly
to time-domain interference not overlapping with the incoming
desired signal in frequency domain. To cope with this problem,
we develop RECONN, a standard-compliant and receiver-driven
OCW adaptation scheme with ease of implementation. Our
prototype implementation in commercial 802.11ac devices shows
that RECONN achieves up to 1.85× higher throughput by
completely eliminating time-domain interference. To our best
knowledge, this is the first work to discover the time-domain
interference problem, and to develop OCW adaptation scheme
in 802.11ac system.

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past few years, thanks to the dramatic increase in
mobile data traffic volume and proliferation of mobile applica-
tions, IEEE 802.11 wireless local area network (WLAN), often
referred to as Wi-Fi, has become an irreplaceable wireless
technology, supporting ever increasing high throughput de-
mand [1]. Encouraged by this explosion, state-of-the-art IEEE
802.11ac WLAN provides a physical layer (PHY) data rate of
Gb/s to a single user in the 5 GHz unlicensed band [2].

As a key feature to enhance throughput performance, IEEE
802.11ac defines wide bandwidth operation, which enables
aggregating multiple 20 MHz channels. Specifically, IEEE
802.11ac supports bandwidth of 20, 40, and 80 MHz as a
mandatory feature, and optionally supports 160 MHz band-
width. To transmit and receive packets using such wide
bandwidth, 802.11ac devices need to increase the size of
fast Fourier transform (FFT), equivalently, the baseband band-
width, referred to as operating channel width (OCW). Under-
standingly, it is possible to transmit and receive a packet using
the bandwidth less than or equal to OCW. Given that, once
OCW is set, it is hardly changed.

The use of wide channel bandwidth has greatly contributed
to throughput performance improvement, but there are still
many operational issues to be taken care of, such as frequency
under-utilization, secondary channel hidden interference prob-
lem [3, 4], and coexistence with other technologies such as
LTE-LAA [5]. Therefore, there have been many researches
that propose new channel access schemes, channel alloca-
tion algorithms, and/or bandwidth adaptation methods [6–
16]. Moreover, recent 802.11ac chipsets such as Broadcom
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Fig. 1. Spectrum example in which the time-domain interference degrades re-
ception performance. Time-domain interference can be eliminated by reducing
OCW to 40 MHz.

BCM43602 and Qualcomm QCA9980 provide an internal
bandwidth adaptation implemented in the firmware, where the
detailed operations are unknown.

However, none of these studies and methods deal with time-
domain interference when the baseband includes not only
the desired signal, but also interference signal that does not
overlap with the desired signal on frequency domain. In this
paper, our experiment results have revealed strong evidence
that using the bandwidth less than OCW causes time-domain
interference problem such as 1) packet detection and synchro-
nization failure, 2) undesirable receive locking problem, and
3) automatic gain control (AGC) failure, thus leading to poor
throughput performance. For example, when the baseband of
802.11ac receiver includes interference signal generated by
other WLAN devices or LTE-LAA devices at channel 36 in
5 GHz band, reception performance decreases even if the
desired signal transmitted in channels 44 and 48 does not
overlap with the interference on frequency domain as shown
in Fig. 1. More seriously, changing the baseband bandwidth
for every packet is impossible in WLAN system, since the
switching delay is known to be several tens of microseconds
due to the reconfiguration delay of hardware such as RF front
end [17]. This problem might become severer in coexistence
with other emerging technologies such as IEEE 802.11ax or
LTE-LAA, as well as due to bandwidth heterogeneity of the
existing WLAN devices [5, 18].

The main purpose of this paper is to empirically analyze
the impact of time-domain interference in 802.11ac WLAN,
and to propose a receiver-driven OCW adaptation algorithm
with very low overhead, which is amiable to IEEE 802.11ac,
to enhance throughput performance. Our major contributions
are summarized as follows.

• We first analyze the impact of time-domain interference
in IEEE 802.11ac through extensive measurements using
commercial off-the-shelf 802.11ac devices and a software
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defined radio (SDR) platform. From this, we reveal that
bandwidth adaptation without changing OCW causes
packet detection and synchronization failure, undesirable
receive locking problem, and AGC failure, when the
baseband contains time-domain interference signal, not
overlapping with the desired signal on frequency domain.

• We develop RECONN, a standard-compliant and receiver-
driven operating channel width adaptation scheme with
ease of implementation. RECONN adaptively switches
OCW using the frequency domain information obtained
by receiver with very low overhead. RECONN fully
complies with 802.11 medium access control (MAC) and
does not require hardware modification.

• We implement RECONN on Linux-based open-source de-
vice driver (ath10k and mac80211), and make a prototype
using commercial 802.11ac network interface card (NIC).

• Our extensive experiments with prototype under a wide
range of scenarios show that RECONN enhances through-
put performance up to 1.85× by completely eliminating
time-domain interference.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that reports
time-domain interference problem and develops the OCW
adaptation algorithm to handle the time-domain interference
problem in 802.11ac WLAN.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
introduces the summary of related work, and Section III
provides the background of IEEE 802.11ac wide bandwidth
operation. In Section IV, we empirically study the impact of
time-domain interference. The detailed design of RECONN is
presented in Section V, and its implementation and experimen-
tal evaluations are presented in Section VI. Finally, Section VII
concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

There have been many studies on wide bandwidth operation
over WLAN in the literature. Basically, transmissions using
wider bandwidth are more likely to suffer from frequency
selective fading, which causes signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
variations across the entire subcarriers. Additionally, fixed total
transmission power and bandwidth heterogeneity with legacy
devices cause potential hidden interference and frequency
under-utilization problem, thus providing lower throughput.
To solve these problems, decentralized bandwidth adaptation
algorithms based on measurements are proposed in [6–8].
In [3, 9, 10], the authors propose centralized (primary) channel
and bandwidth allocation methods to achieve higher through-
put by reducing hidden interference.

Moreover, analytic frameworks to evaluate the performance
of wide bandwidth operation are presented in [11–13]. The
authors have verified various characteristics and problems of
wide bandwidth operation in multiple basic service set (BSS)
environment. Besides, several studies have focused on en-
hancing channel access mechanism or adjusting clear-channel-
assessment (CCA) threshold [4, 14–16], because sharing wide
bandwidth increases contention level and reduces channel
utilization. However, none of the existing studies deals with

t3t2t1 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8 t9 t10 GI t4 t9 GI SIGNAL

L-SIG (4 s)L-LTF (8 s)L-STF (8 s)

GI ...

Fig. 2. Structure of the legacy preamble identical to 802.11a preamble.

the time-domain interference problem firstly revealed in this
paper, which degrades the reception performance significantly
in the 802.11ac WLAN network.

III. PRELIMINARIES

A. Packet Detection and Initial Synchronization

IEEE 802.11 receiver detects the incoming packet by re-
ceiving legacy short training field (L-STF) at the beginning of
a PHY protocol data unit (PPDU). Fig. 2 shows the legacy
preamble structure, identical to 802.11a preamble.1 L-STF is
composed of 10 short repeated symbols from t1 to t10. Each
symbol uses 12 out of 52 subcarriers based on 64-point inverse
FFT (IFFT), thus resulting in 0.8 µs periodicity. Because of
the repetitive nature of L-STF sequence, the received signal is
correlated with a delayed version of itself periodically. There-
fore, receiver uses time-domain samples for packet detection
in general, i.e., time-domain auto-correlation value exceeding
a threshold indicates a detected packet [19]. Thanks to good
correlation property of L-STF sequence, incoming packets can
be recognized accurately even after signal distortion induced
by wireless channel and/or analog RF front end.

Moreover, auto-correlation peaks obtained by time-domain
samples can be also used to set AGC parameters and to acquire
symbol timing offset (STO). Additionally, receiver calculates
initial carrier frequency offset (CFO) by using the difference
in phase between two consecutive time-domain samples of L-
STF, separated by 0.8 µs.

B. Wide Bandwidth Operation

1) Channelization and contention mechanism: IEEE
802.11ac supports the bandwidth of 20, 40, and 80 MHz
as a mandatory feature, and optionally provides 160 MHz
channel including non-contiguous 80+80 MHz. The wide
bandwidth including 40, 80, and 160 MHz can be divided
by the primary 20 MHz channel and one or more secondary
channels. Basically, only the primary 20 MHz channel fol-
lows IEEE 802.11 distributed coordination function (DCF)
contention mechanism, where the channel needs to be idle
until an interval of DCF inter frame space (DIFS) plus the
backoff counter reaches zero to access the wireless medium.
On the other hand, all secondary channels need to be idle for
point coordination function (PCF) inter frame space (PIFS)
immediately preceding the expiration of primary channel’s
backoff counter. Specifically, when the backoff counter of
primary channel becomes zero, if one or more secondary
channels are busy, a station then proceeds either to restart
the contention process by randomly selecting a new backoff
counter without increasing backoff window (static channel

1For backward compatibility, IEEE 802.11n/ac PPDU also contains legacy
preamble at the beginning, which is duplicated over each 20 MHz channel.
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Fig. 3. Floor plan of our experiments (22 m × 12 m). Each point represents
locations where devices are deployed.

access), or to transmit a packet using the bandwidth including
primary 20 MHz channel plus adjacent PIFS-idle secondary
20, 40, or 80 MHz channel (dynamic channel access) [4].

2) Operating channel width (OCW): OCW denotes twice
the baseband bandwidth supported by 802.11ac system, or
equivalently analog-to-digital-converter (ADC) sampling rate,
which can be 20, 40, 80, or 160 MHz corresponding to 64-
point, 128-point, 256-point, and 512-point (I)FFT, respectively.
Specifically, OCW determines the amount of the maximum
bandwidth actually used for packet transmission, where the AP
and its associated station should use the bandwidth less than
or equal to the minimum value among them. When a station
transmits and receives packets using the bandwidth less than
OCW, it does not need to change the baseband bandwidth by
adjusting ADC sampling rate, because the station can disregard
the unused subcarriers. In this paper, however, we verify that
using bandwidth less than OCW might lead to poor reception
performance due to time-domain interference not overlapping
with the incoming desired signal on frequency domain.

Note that a station can change its OCW without disassocia-
tion, using operating mode notification process [2]. However,
since it incurs excessive delay due to hardware reconfiguration
and protocol overhead, which is known to be several tens of
microseconds [17], OCW is rarely changed during run-time.

IV. CASE STUDY

In this section, we present extensive experiment results to
verify the cause and effect of the time-domain interference
problem, occurring when interference signal is not overlapping
with the desired signal on frequency domain. We use two
802.11ac commercial APs, TP-link Archer C3200 (AC3200)
equipped with Broadcom BCM43602 chipset and Archer
C2600 (AC2600) equipped with Qualcomm QCA9980 chipset.
Additionally, for in-depth analysis, we also employ SDR
platform, i.e., NI USRP equipped with Xilinx Kintex-7 FPGA,
using LabVIEW Communication System Design Suite (CSDS)
and 802.11 Application Framework (AF), which is compliant
to IEEE 802.11 specification [20].

A. Motivation

We initially conduct an experiment using commercial de-
vices in a controlled office environment, i.e., the basement
of our building without neighboring WLAN. Fig. 3 illustrates
our floor plan, where circles from P1 to P7 represent different
locations where access points (APs) and stations are deployed.

Either AC3200 or AC2600 is installed at P1, and its
associated 802.11n station, generating 40 MHz uplink traffic
on channel 44 and 48, is placed at P5. For better control of

the experiment, we adopt an 802.11n station, which has the
baseband of 40 MHz, thus making sure of no contention with
the interferer. Interference traffic is generated at P4, using NI
USRP, which sends 802.11a packets (occupying 20 MHz) over
channel 36. Therefore, transmitters do not share the wireless
medium, i.e., no frequency-domain overlapping occurs. Note
that the setting corresponds to Fig. 1.

Because there is no transmit signal overlapping on
frequency-domain between two transmitters, we cannot adopt
conventional signal-to-interference-and-noise ratio (SINR).
Therefore, we newly define time-domain signal-to-interference
ratio (tSIR) as a power ratio of desired and interference signal,
both contained in time-domain samples (i.e., baseband of the
receiver), but non-overlapping with each other on frequency
domain. The interference packets generated by NI USRP have
the size of 1,460 B, being transmitted using modulation and
coding scheme (MCS) index 0. Note that MCS in IEEE 802.11
denotes a combination of modulation and code rate, where
higher MCS index means higher PHY rate. The airtime of
interference signal then becomes 2 ms with inter frame space
(IFS) of 108 µs.2 Fig. 4 shows uplink throughput obtained by
AC3200 and AC2600 according to tSIR. The 802.11n station
uses MCS 7 with double spatial stream over 40 MHz channel
width, and OCW of the 802.11ac AP is initially set to 80 MHz
(MCS7-SS2). We compare throughput by modifying L-STF
sequence of interference signal to all zeros (MCS7-SS2, no L-
STF) using NI USRP, and then we change MCS of the 802.11n
station to MCS 4 (MCS4-SS2). Finally, OCW of the 802.11ac
AP is set to 40 MHz (MCS7-SS2, OCW 40).

Throughput result obtained by AC3200 is shown in
Fig. 4(a). Without interference, the obtained throughput
reaches 219 Mb/s or 137 Mb/s, depending on used MCS.
When OCW of AC3200 is set to 80 MHz, throughput is
severely deteriorated as tSIR decreases. Interestingly, when
interference signal does not include L-STF signal (MCS7-SS2,
no L-STF), AC3200 achieves higher throughput compared to
MCS7-SS2. Moreover, when the 802.11n station uses MCS 4,
which is more robust to distortion (MCS4-SS2), the perfor-
mance becomes slightly tolerant to time-domain interference.
When OCW of AC3200 is set to 40 MHz, however, throughput
does not fluctuate depending on tSIR.

In the meantime, AC2600 shows more stable throughput
results compared to AC3200 as shown in Fig. 4(b) because of
the unknown implementation specific. AC2600 is not affected
by the preamble of interference signal, and throughput of
MCS4-SS2 does not decrease until tSIR reaches −12 dB.
Additionally, as expected, throughput does not fluctuate when
OCW of AC2600 is set to 40 MHz.

As a result, we observe that throughput decreases depending
on tSIR even though interference signal is not overlapping on
frequency domain, as long as the receiver’s baseband contains
the interference. This throughput degradation is not caused by
either the contention between two transmitters, or the adjacent

2802.11 AF supports a fixed backoff value rather than the random backoff
feature. We set IFS to 12 slots, i.e., 108 µs, which is an approximation of
DIFS plus average backoff duration with initial contention window.
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(a) Throughput using AC3200.
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(b) Throughput using AC2600.

Fig. 4. Uplink throughput according to tSIR. The interference is generated by NI USRP, where no frequency overlapping exists.
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Fig. 5. Average packet detection and time/frequency synchronization measurement results obtained by NI USRP based on Schmidl and Cox algorithm [19].
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index measured by NI USRP.

channel interference, because throughput of MCS7-SS2, OCW
40 does not fluctuate according to tSIR.

It is worth noting that receiver processes time-domain
samples of the identically repeated L-STF signal as explained
in Section III-A in WLAN system. In this regard, we have
verify that throughput degradation is mainly caused by 1)
packet detection and synchronization failure, 2) undesirable
receive locking to the interference signal, and 3) AGC failure.
The detailed analysis is presented in the following.

B. Packet Detection and Synchronization Failure

For detailed analysis, we have verified the impact of time-
domain interference on the reception performance empirically.
We employ 802.11 AF on the top of NI USRP, which provides
a ready-to-run, modifiable real-time PHY and MAC reference
design [20]. Total three NI USRPs are deployed in proximity
as a transmitter, a receiver, and an interferer, respectively.
OCW of the receiver is set to 80 MHz based on 256-point FFT,
while only 20 MHz bandwidth is used for packet transmission
and reception. The transmitter sends packets on channel 48 and
the interferer uses channel 40 such that no frequency-domain

overlapping exists. In order to change tSIR, we change the
transmit power of the interferer from −10 dBm to 15 dBm.

Fig. 5 shows average packet detection probability, through-
put, CFO, and STO results. Specifically, using 802.11 AF,
receiver detects packets, finds STO index, and estimates CFO
based on Schmidl and Cox algorithm (SC) [19]. Moreover,
802.11 AF provides digital low pass filter (DLPF), to extract
the primary 20 MHz signal within the entire baseband of
80 MHz, only for the packet detection and synchronization.
Accordingly, when DLPF is utilized, time-domain interference
signal can be filtered out, thus providing much better packet
detection and synchronization performance.3 Therefore, using
DLPF prior to executing SC, throughput is not affected by tSIR
as shown in Fig. 5(a), while throughput decreases gradually
without using DLPF, as tSIR decreases. This throughput
degradation is caused by low packet detection probability
as demonstrated in Fig. 5(b). To be more specific, Fig. 6
shows a snapshot of the normalized auto-correlation magnitude
according to time sample index at the receiver for a given
tSIR, without employing DLPF. Note that NI USRP calculates
the normalized auto-correlation magnitude based on moving
window of 64 samples. Due to the repeated nature of L-
STF sequence, the normalized auto-correlation magnitude is
maintained at a value of one during L-STF reception as shown
in the case of 10 dB tSIR.4 However, as tSIR decreases, the
normalized peak auto-correlation magnitude decreases. What
is worse, when tSIR becomes 0 dB, the peak goes even
under 0.5. It is worth noting that although the specific packet
detection and synchronization algorithm can vary depending
on the implementation, i.e., type of chipset, peak fluctuation
negatively affects packet detection and synchronization perfor-
mance eventually.

3As shown in Fig. 4, we believe that DLPF is not used in commercial
off-the-shelf devices. More detailed discussion is presented in Section V-A.

4Since the transmitter sends packets in the format of 802.11ac, correlation
peak can be observed twice in L-STF and very high throughput (VHT) STF.
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Fig. 7. Uplink throughput and two types of error rate according to the different
interference patterns when tSIR is 6 dB. IFS is set to 108 µs.

Additionally, CFO estimation performance is also deteri-
orated due to time-domain interference. In this setup, CFO
should remain around 3 kHz because of the clock difference
between the transmitter and the receiver. However, CFO error
rapidly increases and widely fluctuates without using DLPF
as shown in Fig. 5(c). Fig. 5(d) shows the difference in STO
index with and without using DLPF. Note that even a small
STO error significantly affects reception performance [21].
Especially, when tSIR is −5 dB, STO error becomes greater
than 2 µs, much larger than the guard interval (i.e., 800 ns)
used in 802.11 system.

C. Receive Locking to Interference Signal

Going back to Fig. 4(a), when interference signal uses
zero sequence instead of the original L-STF sequence, the
throughput does not decrease when tSIR is larger than 3 dB.
This phenomenon is observed by only using AC3200 equipped
with BCM43602 chipset. Here, we further investigate the
impact of L-STF by changing the interference pattern. Along
with the airtime of interference packet set to 2 ms with IFS
of 108 µs as in Section IV-A, we additionally consider the
airtime of interference packet set to 0.5 ms with and without
IFS for additional comparison.

Fig. 7 shows the throughput of AC3200 and two types
of error rate, when tSIR is 6 dB. Aggregate MPDU (A-
MPDU) frame error rate (FER) stands for a ratio that the
entire A-MPDU is broken such that block acknowledgement
(BlockAck) missing event occurs. On the other hand, subframe
error rate (SFER) means a subframe error ratio determined
by receiving BlockAck. Without L-STF, throughput does not
decrease and both A-MPDU FER and SFER remain under
2%. However, if the interference contains L-STF sequence,
throughput becomes down to 136 Mb/s with A-MPDU FER
of 25%, when the airtime of interference signal is set to
2 ms. Additionally, if L-STF of the interference is transmitted
more frequently, throughput decreases even further, and A-
MPDU FER also increases rapidly. Interestingly, SFER is
not increased for all cases, which means that as long as
an A-MPDU is successfully detected, all subframes can be
also successfully received. This is not packet detection and
synchronization issues dealt with in Section IV-B, because
there is no performance degradation when interference signal
does not include L-STF. From this experiment, we conclude
that some chipsets might receive the preamble of packets not
occupying the primary 20 MHz channel, which is undesirable
behavior that violates 802.11ac specification. We refer to this

phenomenon as undesirable receive locking, which results
in detection failure of desired packets incoming through the
primary channel.

D. AGC Failure

In this section, we verify that AGC failure also deterio-
rates reception performance due to time-domain interference.
Generally, AGC is conducted to provide controlled signal
amplitude of the output signal, despite variation of the am-
plitude in the input signal [22]. WLAN receiver performs
AGC using the power measured at L-STF as illustrated in
Fig. 2. Unlike packet detection/synchronization failure and
undesirable receive locking, AGC failure can occur when an
interference packet arrives while the receiver is receiving a
desired packet. To be more specific, we have conducted an
additional experiment to verify AGC failure actually degrading
the reception performance. The experiment setting is described
in Section IV-A, while we change interference pattern gener-
ated by NI USRP, where the airtime of interference packet
becomes 248 µs with and without IFS of around 1.8 ms
long. Therefore, interference packet comes in the middle of
desired packet reception. In this experiment, we use AC2600
as a receiver, because of undesirable receive locking problem
observed only in AC3200.

Fig. 8 shows measurement results for three different tSIR
values. When tSIR is 6 dB, time-domain interference does
not influence reception performance of AC2600 for all cases.
In case of −6 dB tSIR, when interference packets are con-
tinuously transmitted without IFS (no IFS), throughput of
126.9 Mb/s with 34.5% SFER and 12.8% A-MPDU FER is
achieved due to packet detection and synchronization failure.
However, when interference packets are transmitted inter-
mittently with IFS of 1.8 ms (IFS 1.8 ms), throughput of
191.7 Mb/s, 51% higher than no IFS result is achieved because
only 10% of the wireless medium is occupied by interference
signal. AC2600 is not affected by the interference, as expected,
when OCW is set to 40 MHz (IFS 1.8 ms, OCW 40).

Interestingly, when tSIR is 0 dB, even with the weakest
intensity of the interference, IFS 1.8 ms shows the worst
performance, obtaining 10.5 Mb/s lower throughput with 6.9%
higher SFER, compared with no IFS results. This reduction
comes from AGC failure, observing consecutive subframe
errors within an A-MPDU. To be more specific, Fig. 9 shows
cumulative distribution function (CDF) of duration in which
subframe errors occur within an A-MPDU. Note that 802.11n
station associated with AC2600 transmits A-MPDUs with
airtime of 2 ms each, thus making the maximum duration
2 ms.5 In case that interference packets are transmitted con-
tinuously without IFS, subframe errors within an A-MPDU
follow a uniform distribution. However, when interference
packet comes in the middle of A-MPDU reception, i.e.,
after AGC processing, corresponding time-domain samples
are clipped off, thus resulting in signal distortion [23], even

5Using MCS 7 with double spatial stream and 40 MHz, the total airtime
of an A-MPDU is around 2 ms fixed, due to the size limitation of 65,535 B
for a single A-MPDU.
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though interference signal does not overlap with the desired
A-MPDU on frequency domain. Specifically, subframe errors
occur consecutively during the interval of interference packet,
thus leading to sudden increase in statistical probability near
the duration of 350 µs. This phenomenon can be more strictly
observed when the interference power increases.

V. RECONN: PROPOSED ALGORITHM

Motivated by the observation presented above, we first
discuss how to overcome time-domain interference. We then
propose RECONN, a novel receiver-driven OCW adaptation al-
gorithm, designed to eliminate time-domain interference with
very low overhead. RECONN enables receiver to intelligently
adapt OCW based on the frequency-domain information.

A. Possible Solutions

When the interference does not occupy the primary 20 MHz
channel of receiver, DLPF can eliminate time-domain inter-
ference by filtering out the interference components in time-
domain samples as shown in Section IV-B. Note that L-
STF is duplicated over each of 20 MHz channels such that
the receiver is able to recognize the incoming packet and
acquire synchronization, not affected by the interference by
using DLPF to extract signal of the primary 20 MHz channel.
However, employing DLPF requires a new hardware feature,
and causes an additional delay, thus making them costly and
impractical for large-scale adoption by commercial products.
Moreover, packet detection and synchronization performance
might be degraded when the receiver uses L-STF sent over
only the primary 20 MHz channel due to frequency selectiv-
ity. Additionally, AGC failure still deteriorates the reception
performance even with employing DLPF. Further analysis of
DLPF will be our future work.

Another way to overcome time-domain interference is to
reduce MCS index to be more robust to signal distortion as
shown in Section IV-A. However, since lower MCS provides
lower throughput, it cannot be generally a desirable solution.

To this end, we develop RECONN, a standard-compliant and
receiver-driven OCW adaptation scheme, designed to eliminate
time-domain interference with very low overhead. RECONN
fully complies with 802.11 MAC and requires no hardware
modification such that it can be applicable to the existing
hardware.

B. RECONN

1) OCW adaptation: When a PHY header error event (i.e.,
checksum failure) occurs, or n subframes are consecutively
lost at the receiver, RECONN needs to scan frequency spec-
trum because the loss might have been due to time-domain
interference. We refer to this spectrum scanning as spectral
scan.6 Spectral scan reports FFT output, i.e., 4 µs long spectral
snapshots, and the bandwidth that can be scanned through
spectral scan is equal to the current OCW. Moreover, since
spectral scan is conducted during idle state by reusing hard-
ware block, its output can be used to detect the interference,
not overlapping on the primary 20 MHz channel, i.e., time-
domain interference, without incurring an additional overhead.

Assuming that current OCW is set to 80 MHz, received
signal strength (RSS) of secondary 20 MHz and 40 MHz chan-
nels, obtained by processing the spectral scan results, are de-
noted by Ps20 and Ps40, both in dBm, respectively. RECONN
then compares RSS of the most recent successfully received
A-MPDU, denoted as Pampdu (dBm), with Ps20 and Ps40 in
sequence. In case that Pampdu−Ps20 ≤ αdB , receiver reduces
OCW to 20 MHz, to eliminate time-domain interference. If the
above condition is not satisfied, but Pampdu − Ps40 ≤ αdB ,
receiver changes OCW to 40 MHz. On the other hand, if
current OCW is 40 MHz, receiver obtains only Ps20, and
changes OCW to 20 MHz if Pampdu − Ps20 ≤ αdB .

Note that αdB denotes tSIR threshold to determine whether
the interference degrades reception performance or not. An
appropriate αdB value varies depending on chipset type, chan-
nel condition, interference pattern, and OCW. To reflect this
flexibly, RECONN initially sets αdB to 0 dB, and intelligently
adapts αdB during run-time. Specifically, RECONN compares
PHY data rate used before and after OCW switching, and then
adjusts αdB in the direction of increasing PHY data rate. For
instance, if reducing OCW results in decreasing (increasing)
PHY data rate, αdB is also decreased (increased) by 1 dB
such that OCW reduction becomes more difficult (easier).

6Linux-based open-source device driver, ath9k or ath10k, provides spectral
scan operation. Note that scanning the frequency-domain in idle state can be
easily supported by any kinds of chipsets.
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In this manner, RECONN tries to find the optimum OCW
consistently according to the pattern and magnitude of time-
domain interference to improve the throughput performance
eventually.

In the meantime, if the current OCW is 20 MHz or 40 MHz,
receiver needs to verify whether time-domain interference
still deteriorates reception performance in order to check the
possibility to widen OCW. Accordingly, receiver periodically
performs probing, i.e., spectral scan on the entire 80 MHz.
Specifically, RECONN employs probing window, Nwnd, i.e.,
the number of A-MPDUs required to trigger probing. There-
fore, if the number of received A-MPDUs reaches Nwnd,
receiver performs spectral scan on the entire 80 MHz channel
after increasing OCW to 80 MHz. If time-domain interference
is still expected to negatively affect reception performance,
that is, Pampdu − Ps20 ≤ αdB or Pampdu − Ps40 ≤ αdB ,
RECONN then reduces OCW back to 20 MHz or 40 MHz and
doubles Nwnd. On the other hand, if none of the above two
conditions is satisfied, receiver remains on OCW of 80 MHz,
because it is expected that time-domain interference does not
exist anymore.

2) Notification of the change: OCW switching is triggered
by receiver, which is actually interfered. Therefore, whenever
OCW is newly selected, receiver should notify transmitter of
the changed OCW in order to be able to update the available
bandwidth.7

When a station changes its OCW, it needs to transmit
an operating mode notification frame to its AP. Operating
mode notification frame is an action frame used to notify
other stations of changing OCW or the maximum number
of spatial streams [2]. On the other hand, when AP changes
OCW, it should announce the changed width to all associated
stations. AP can notify associated stations of the change, using
individually addressed operating mode notification frames, but
it takes too much overhead in practice. Instead, the AP is
able to broadcast channel switch announcement action frame
without performing a backoff after PIFS-long idle time.

3) Discussion: As mentioned in Section III-B, switching
OCW incurs delay which is known to be several tens of
microseconds such that OCW cannot be changed for each
packet in the current 802.11ac system. Indeed, depending on
the random backoff value selected by transmitter, receiver
might not be able to receive A-MPDU during switching
period, thus resulting in frame loss. Therefore, when receiver
cannot tolerate frame loss, it can utilize power management
operation alternatively, as if it enters power saving mode
during switching period. After completing OCW switching,
receiver then sends a frame to AP to indicate that it has
exited power saving mode. However, since an exchange of
power management frame causes an additional overhead, a
careful consideration is required to effectively use the power
saving feature with OCW adaptation, which will be included

7The increase in OCW to 80 MHz for probing does not need to be notified.
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in our future work. Instead, RECONN sets the initial value of
Nwnd to 1,000 A-MPDUs, and exponentially increases Nwnd

up to 16,000 A-MPDUs, to prevent excessive OCW changes,
and hence, the overhead incurred by changing OCW can be
effectively reduced.

One thing to note is that the notification of OCW change
should occur prior to a decrease and following an increase in
OCW [2]. Transmission bandwidth of a packet is determined
when the packet is enqueued in transmitter’s queue, and it
cannot be easily changed once the packet is enqueued. Accord-
ingly, if receiver suddenly reduces its OCW, it will not be able
to receive packets, which are scheduled to be transmitted over
wider bandwidth. Therefore, receiver should give a transmitter
enough time to update the bandwidth. When OCW increases,
receiver has no problem to receive packets transmitted by using
smaller bandwidth. Accordingly, receiver informs transmitter
of its change, after completing OCW switching. Figs. 10
and 11 show examples of switching OCW with notification
action frames, where the y-axis denotes channel including
the primary 20 MHz (Pri.) and secondary channels (S20 and
S40). Note that BlockAck (BACK) is transmitted after Short
IFS (SIFS) from the end of A-MDPU reception, which is
duplicated in each 20 MHz channel.

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

To verify the feasibility and excellence, we implement RE-
CONN on the Linux-based open-source device driver, ath10k
and mac80211, and make a prototype using commercial
802.11ac NIC with QCA9880.8 Detailed implementation of
RECONN is best explained with a blueprint in Fig. 12. RE-
CONN is composed of 1) spectral scan module implemented in
ath10k, 2) OCW switching and notification module managed
by mac80211, and 3) triggering module in python-based user
space program. Specifically, the need for spectral scan is deter-
mined in ath10k by detecting A-MPDU or three consecutive
subframe losses [24], and the actual triggering is conducted
via a python-based triggering program, not disturbing on-going
packet reception. An appropriate OCW is then calculated in
ath10k by processing the spectral scan results. Finally, OCW
switching and notification are triggered in user space, and then,
actually performed in mac80211.

8Because QCA9880 does not suffer from undesirable receive locking
problem, performance of RECONN might be underestimated using QCA9880.
Nevertheless, we implement RECONN on ath10k and mac80211, due to
accessibility and ease of playing with the open-source device driver.

A. One-to-One Scenario

We firstly conduct an experiment of an one-to-one scenario
in the same topology shown in Fig. 3, where AC2600 sends
saturated downlink traffic at P1 to an associated 802.11ac
station located at P3, using channel 48 as the primary 20 MHz
channel. Interference is generated by NI USRP at P5, using
channel 36 and 20 MHz bandwidth. All measurement results
are averaged over five runs, where each run lasts for 20 s.

Fig. 13(a) shows throughput obtained by the 802.11ac sta-
tion according to tSIR. We compare performance of RECONN
with baseline 802.11ac (baseline), which uses 80 MHz fixed
OCW. For a comparison, we also consider the case of re-
ceiver’s OCW equal to 40 MHz (OCW 40 MHz). When tSIR is
higher than −3 dB, Baseline achieves the highest throughput,
because the interference does not significantly influence on
the reception performance of the 802.11ac station. However,
when tSIR is lower than −3 dB, OCW 40 MHz shows the best
performance. As expected, RECONN adapts OCW depending
on the degree of interference to effectively eliminate time-
domain interference, thus following the upper most curves and
achieving 1.85× higher throughput than that of Baseline when
tSIR is −12 dB, and 1.32× higher throughput than that of
OCW 40 when tSIR is 2 dB.

Furthermore, Fig. 13(b) shows a ratio of successfully re-
ceived 80 MHz subframes. Since RECONN uses 40 MHz
OCW when tSIR is lower than −3 dB, no 80 MHz sub-
frame is observed. Interestingly, even though Baseline employs
autonomous bandwidth adaptation implemented in AC2600
firmware, more than 10% of subframes are received by sharing
the wireless medium with the interferer, when tSIR is lower
than −6 dB, thus resulting in low channel utilization [4, 12].
Furthermore, more than 80% of subframes are received, by
using 40 MHz bandwidth, but lowering MCS index unneces-
sarily due to time-domain interference. In particular, as shown
in Fig. 13(c), Baseline uses MCS 3, 4, and 5, while RECONN
dominantly uses MCS 7 when tSIR is −12 dB.

In order to check the adaptability of RECONN, we obtain
instantaneous downlink throughput results as shown in Fig. 14.
Interference traffic making −12 dB tSIR begins at 9 s and
stops at 19 s. As soon as interference traffic is generated,
RECONN reduces OCW to 40 MHz, by immediately detecting
time-domain interference. On the other hand, after interference
traffic disappears, RECONN waits until probing window ex-
pires, and then increases OCW to 80 MHz.
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B. Multi-station Scenario

We deploy three stations at P5 (STA1), P6 (STA2), and P7
(STA3), where AC2600 transmits saturated downlink traffic
to each station. Different from other experiments, interference
traffic is generated by commercial 802.11n devices equipped
with QCA9380, where an 802.11n AP located at P3 sends
saturated downlink traffic to its associated 802.11n station
deployed at P2. Accordingly, only STA1 at P5 is severely
interfered by the interferer at P3.

Fig. 15 shows downlink throughput obtained by three sta-
tions. When the interference does not exist (w/o int.), Baseline
and RECONN provide almost the same throughput, using
80 MHz bandwidth. On the other hand, when the interfer-
ence is generated (w/ int.), Baseline achieves throughput of
33.6 Mb/s, 108 Mb/s, and 23 Mb/s for STA1, STA2, and
STA3, respectively. Even though only STA1 is intensively
affected by the interference with tSIR = −10 dB, both
STA2 and STA3 also suffer from throughput degradation, due
to the airtime waste and heavy retransmission attempts to
STA1. However, RECONN reduces STA1’s OCW to 40 MHz,
and hence, it is not affected by time-domain interference,
thus resulting in 96.5% throughput enhancement. Interestingly,
although packets to STA1 consume longer airtime due to the
reduced bandwidth, network throughput of RECONN w/ int.
is slightly decreased (only 8% reduction) compared to RE-
CONN w/o int. because 1) STA2 and STA3 are independent
from the interference, and 2) STA1 obtains higher power
spectral density thanks to fixed transmit power and less impact
of frequency selectivity. Finally, we find that RECONN w/ int.
achieves 48.9% higher aggregate throughput, compared to
Baseline w/ int..

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have verified that using bandwidth less
than OCW might cause packet detection and synchronization
failure, undesirable receive locking problem, and AGC failure
due to time-domain interference not overlapping with the

incoming desired signal on frequency domain. To solve this
problem, we develop RECONN, which intelligently adapts
OCW using the frequency-domain information at receiver
side. RECONN fully complies with 802.11 MAC and requires
no hardware modification. Our prototype implementation in
commercial 802.11ac devices demonstrates that RECONN
achieves up to 1.85× higher throughput compared to baseline
802.11ac, by completely eliminating time-domain interference.
We expect that RECONN will highly benefit the future large-
scale and heterogeneous 5 GHz network, where the time-
domain interference problem might be severer in the future.
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